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Abstract Let K
v
be the complete graph on v vertices and K
 
v
the graph obtained
by attaching a loop to each vertex of K
v
 An extended triple system of order v is a
pair V B	 where V is a vset and B is a collection of nonordered triples of elements
in V each triple may have repeated elements	 such that every pair of elements of
V not necessarily distinct	 belongs to exactly one triple It has been established
that an extended triple system of order v corresponds to a decomposition of edges
of K
 
v
into triangles lollipops and loops In this paper the decomposition of K
 
v
is used to construct two extended triple systems of order v with each prescribed
intersection numbers in the following set

	 f            m    m    m    mg for even v   and
 	 f           m   m  m  m  mg for odd v   wherem  vv	 
  Introduction
The concept of an extended triple system was introduced by D  M  Johnson
and N  S  Mendelsohn   An extended triple system of order v ETSv is a
pair V B where V is a vset and B is a collection of nonordered triples of
elements in V each triple may have repeated elements such that every pair of
elements of V not necessarily distinct belongs to exactly one triple  An element
of B is called a block  There are three types of blocks 	 fx  x  xg 
 fy  y  zg
 fa  b  cg we write the blocks as xxx yyz and abc for brevity 
We want to characterize extended triple systems similar to Steiner triple
systems which are equivelent to a C
 
decompositions of the complete graph by
graph decompositions  Just of all we will introduce some graph terminology 
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A loop is an edge whose two ends are the same  A link is an edge whose two
ends are distinct  A graph on two vertices which consists of one loop and one link
is called a lollipop  As usual K
v
denotes the complete graph on v vertices while
K

v
denotes the graph obtained by attaching a loop to each vertex of K
v
  K
 
is
called a triangle  Thus an extended triple system of order v can be regarded as
a partition of the edges of K

v
into triangles lollipops and loops 
The necessary and sucient conditions for the existence of an extended triple
system of order v with no idempotent is v    mod   This design has s
v
 vv
 blocks  Lo Faro  constructed two nonidempotent extended triple systems
of order v with intersection numbers in following set i f  	       s
v
   s
v
g for
v    mod  v   and ii f  	  
       	
  	  	  	g for v   
For extended triple systems we dene an intersection in the following sense 
Let V  T

 and V  T

 be two ETSs with the same point set V   The two
systems have a common weight k if k 
P
B where B is a common block in
T

and T

 and
B 
 






	 if B  xxx

 if B  yyz
 if B  abc 
In this case we write jT

 T

j  k 
Let J v be the set of all integers k such that there exists a pair of ex
tended triple systems of order v which have a common weight k  Let I
e
v 
f  	  
      m  m  m  mg and I
o
v  f  	  
      m 		 m 	 m
 m  mg where m  vv  	
 
Main Theorem For even v  J v  I
e
v if v   and for odd v  J v 
I
o
v if v  		
Let A and B be two sets of integers and k a positive integer  We dene
AB  fa b j a  A  b  Bg k A  fkg A and kA  fk  aja  Ag 
 Auxiliary Constructions of ETS
In order to count the common weights we need some special embedding
constructions  Therefore let V

  B be an ETSv where V

 fa

  a

       a
v
g 
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  v to 
v v even
Let F  fF
i
j i  	  
       v 	g be a 	factorization of K
v
on V

 fx

  x

 
     x
v
g  Let S  V

 V

and T  B  C D where C  fa
i
xy j xy  F
i
  i 
	  
       v  	g and D  fa
v
xx j for each x  V

g  Then S  T  is an ETS
v
denoted by V

 V

  B F 
 v to 
v  
 v even
Let F  fF
i
j i  	  
       v  	g be a 	factorization of K
v
on V


fx

  x

       x
v
g  Let S  V

 V

and T  B C D where C  fa
i
xy j xy 
F
i
  i  	  
       vg and D  fxxy  yyy j for each xy  F
v
g  Then S  T  is an
ETS
v  
 
Let F  fF
i
j i  	  
       
v  	g be a 	factorization of K
v
on N 
f	  
       
vg  If F
a
  F
b
 F  the notation F
a
 F
b
 will denote the follow
ing set of blocks f		x
i

  x
i

x
i

x
i

       x
i
r
x
i
r
	g  fx
j

x
j

x
j

  x
j

x
j

x
j

      
x
j
s
x
j
s
x
j

g     fx
p

x
p

x
p

  x
p

x
p

x
p

       x
p
t
x
p
t
x
p

g  fx
q

x
q

x
q

  x
q

x
q

x
q

 
     x
q
m
x
q
m
x
q

g where x
j

 minNnf	  x
i

  x
i

       x
i
r
g        x
q

 minNnf	 
x
i

  x
i

       x
i
r
  x
j

  x
j

  x
j

       x
j
s
       x
p

  x
p

  x
p

       x
p
t
g F
a
 f	x
i

 
x
i

x
i

       x
i
r 
x
i
r
  x
j

x
j

  x
j

x
j

       x
j
s 
x
j
s
     x
p

x
p

  x
p

x
p

       x
p
t 
x
p
t
  x
q

x
q

  x
q

x
q

       x
q
m 
x
q
m
g and F
b
 fx
i

x
i

  x
i

x
i

       x
i
r
	  x
j

x
j

  x
j

x
j

       x
j
s
x
j

     x
p

x
p

  x
p

x
p

       x
p
t
x
p

  x
q

x
q

  x
q

x
q

       x
q
m
x
q

g 
 v to 
v   v odd
Let F  fF
i
j i  	  
       v  
g be a 	factorization of K
v 
on V


fx

  x

       x
v 
g  Let S  V

 V

and T  B C D where C  fa
i
xy j xy 
F
i
  i  	  
       vg and D  F
v
 F
v
  Then S  T  is an ETS
v   
 v to 
v  	 v odd
Let F  fF
i
j i  	 
      vg be a 	factorization of K
v
on V

 fx

 x


   x
v
g  Let S  V

V

and T  BCD where C  fa
i
xy j xy  F
i
 i  	

    vg and D  fx
i
x
i
x
i
j i  	 
    v  	g  Then S  T  is an ETS
v  	 
Let K
v
be a complete graph on 
v vertices
v    The edges of K
v
fall
into v disjoint classes P

 P

        P
v
with fi  kg  P
j
if and only if i  k   j
mod
v  R  G  Stanton and I  P  Goulden  have proved that
P  If 
x 	  v then P
x
 P
x
splits into four onefactors 
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P The graph K
v
may be factored into a set of 
v triangles covering P

 P
j

P
j

j  	  v and a set of 
v   one factors covering the other P
i
 
 v to 
v   v odd
Using the above description we factor the complete graph K
v
on V


fx

  x

       x
v
g  Let L be the set of v   triangles and F  fF
i
j i 
	  
       v  
g the set of 	factors  Put S  V

 V

and T  B  L  C  D
where C  fa
i
xy j xy  F
i
  i  	  
       vg and D  F
v
 F
v
 Then S  T  is
an ETS
v   
 Proof of the Main Theorem for Even v
It has been established that the class of all extended triple systems is co
extensive with the variety of quasigroups satisfying the identities xxy  y
yxx  y It is called a totally symmetric quasigroup  In 	 Hilton and
Rodger 
 proved that if v is odd then those lollipops ignoring loops form a
vertexdisjoint union of cycles and if v is even they form a vertexdisjoint union
of unicycles with trees each of whose degree is odd 
The smallest possible mutually balanced subgraphs of K

v
are fxxx  xyyg
or fxxx  xyy  yzzg which can be changed to fyyy  yxxg or fxxy  yyz  zzzg
respectively J v  I
e
v  f 	 
    m   m   m   mg where
m  vv  	
 
Using exhaustive computer checking for v  
  and  the following results
were obtained
J 
  f  g
J   f  	  
        	g
J   f  	  
       	  	  	  
	g 
When we talk about the intersection of two onefactorizations of K
v
 where
v is even we have to order the onefactors and consider their intersections  Let
F  fF

  F

       F
v 
g and G  fG

  G

       G
v 
g be two onefactorizations of
K
v
 where the F
i
and G
i
are onefactors we dene
jF  Gj 
v 
X
i	
jF
i
G
i
j  where F
i
 F and G
i
 G
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Let J
F
v be a set of k such that there exist pairs of 	factorizations of
K
v
having k common edges  In  C  C  Lindner and W  D  Wallis showed
that J
F

  f	g J
F
  f  	  
            	g and J
F
v  f  	  
      

v



tg n ft 	  t 
  t   t g for v   or v   
Lemma   If v is even  v    and J v  I
e
v then J 
v  I
e

v
Proof Let V

  B

 and V

  B

 be two ETSv which have a common
weight k  Also let F and G be two 	factorizations of K
v
on V

 fx

  x

       x
v
g
such that h 
P
v 
i	
jF
i
 G
i
j  We can see that V

 V

  B

 F and V


V

  B

 G are two ETS
v with a common weight k  
v  h  Therefore
J 
v 	 J v  
v  J
F
v
Since J v  I
e
v
J 
v 	 I
e
v  
v  J
F
v  I
e

v n f  	       
v  	g
For the remaining data let V

  B

 and V

  B

 be two ETSv with a
common weight k k  f  	     
v  	g and T  B

 F  If T

is the union of
B

 fa
i
xy j xy  F
i
 i  	 
    v	g and fa

xx j x  V

g then jT T

j  k 
This implies that J 
v  I
e

v 
Lemma  If v is even  v    and J v  I
e
v then J 
v
  I
e

v

Proof Let V

  B

 and V

  B

 be two ETSv with a common weight k
and F a 	factorization of K
v
on V

 fx

 x

    x
v
g  Let C  fa
i
xy j
xy  F
i
  i  	  
       vg and C
 
 fa
i
xy j xy  F
 
i
  i  	  
       vg where
 is a permutation of f	  
       vg with exactly p elements xed  exists for
p    	  
       v 
  v  Then C and C
 
have pv

 blocks in common  Let
D  fxxy  yyy j for each xy  F
v
g and D
i
is obtained by D replacing the rst
i pairs xxy and yyy with yyx and xxx for i    	  
       v  

  We can see
that V

 V

  B

 C D and V

 V

  B

 C
 
D
i
 are two ETS
v with a
common weight k  pv  

  v  

  i  Therefore
J 
v  
 	 J v  
v  



f  	  
       v  
  vg  f  	  
      
v  



g
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Since J v  I
e
v then
J 
v
 	 I
e
v 
v  



f  	  
       v 
  vgf  	  
      
v  



g  I
e

v

Next in order to solve for small v such that J v  I
e
v we need the results
obtained in reference  as follows
Lemma  Let v be positive integer  v   J v 	 J vJ vJ vS
v
 
where S
v
 f  	  
       v

   v

   v

   v

g for v   and S

 f  
       
    	
  	g
Proof K

 v
can be partitioned into three vertexdisjoint K

v
and a com
plete tripartite graph K
vvv
  The partition of K
vvv
into v

edgedisjoint trian
gles can be constructed by a latin square of order v  Using dierent ETSv in
each K

v
and dierent latin squares of order v we have J v 	 J v  J v 
J v  S
v
where S
v
 f  	  
       v

   v

   v

   v

g for v   and
S

 f  
            	
  	g see 	 
We start from v   in order to obtain J v  I
e
v 
v 	 
  Applying the method of Lemma  	 to J  we have J  	 J
e
 n
f    	
  
  

  
  
  g  For some unsolvable data using a similar argument to
that in Lemma  	 let V

  B

 and V

  B

 be two ETS with a common weight
of  or 	 and F  fF

  F

  F
 
g a 	factorization of K

on V

 fx

  x

  x
 
  x

g 
Let T

 B

 F and T

 B

 C D where
C  fa

xy j xy  F

g  fa
i
xy j xy  F
i
  i  
  g
D  fa

xx j x  V

g
or
C  fa
i
xy j xy  F
i
  i  	  
g  fa

xy j xy  F
 
g
D  fa
 
xx j x  V

g 
then f  	g  f  	
g  jT

 T

j  Thus J  	 I
e
 n f  
  
  
  g 
Let E

  E

  E
 
be the following ETS E

 f			  	

  	  	  	  	 
	  
  
  
          g E

 f			  	

  	  	  	  	  	 
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  
  
  
        g E
 
 f		
  	  	  	  


  
  
  
 
              g 
Consider the isomorphic designs obtained from E

and E

by permuting
elements N

 	
E

 N

 
E

  Now N
 
comes from E

with
	           replaced by 	  	          N

comes from
E
 
with 		
  


     replaced by 

	  			      N

comes from E
 
with
		
  


           replaced by 			  	

         
Therefore jE

N

j   jE

N

j  
 jE

N
 
j  
 jE
 
N

j   and
jE
 
N

j  
  Thus we have J   I
e
 
v 	    Applying the method of Lemma  	 to J  we have J 	
 	
J
e
	
nf    g  The values remaining are handled by Lemma   so we have
J 	
  I
e
	
 
From now on for convenience we will write t
i
for 	  i and t for 	 
v 	    Using the method of Lemma  
 we have J 	 	 J   f  	  
  g
 f  	  
  g  That is J 	 	 I
e
	 n f  g 
Let E

be the following ETS	 E

 f			  	

  	  	  	t  	  
  
 

  
  
t    t    t                ttg  Now N

comes from E

with 			  	

  
  t          tt replaced by 		
  

 
     t  tt      N

comes from N

with     tt   replaced
by t  ttt      Therefore jE

N

j   and jE

N

j    Thus we have
J 	  I
e
	 
v 	    Using the method of Lemma  
 we have J 	 	 I
e
	 n f	g 
From the existence of Steiner triple system of order 	 we can give a C
 

decomposition of K
 
based on V

 fa

  a

       a
 
g denoted by B

  Let
V

 V

 fa

g and B

 fa
i
a
i
a

j i  
         	g  fa

a

a

g  fa

a

a

g
then V

  B

 B

 is an ETS	  Now B
 
comes from B

 B

by replac
ing a

a

a

 a

a

a

 a

a

a

with a

a

a

 a

a

a

 a

a

a

  It is shown that
jB
 
 B

B

j  	  We have J 	  I
e
	 
Lemma  J   I
e
  J 	  I
e
	  J 	
  I
e
	
  and J 	  I
e
	
Applying the results in Lemma   to Lemma  	 and  
 recursively we
obtained the following result 
  CHINMEI FU AND WENCHUNG HUANG
Theorem  J v  I
e
v for even v  v  
 Proof of the Main Theorem for Odd v
Since v is odd the smallest cycle contains  edges  Thus two distinct ETSv
contain at least  dierent weights  After the cycle of length  is a cycle of
length  and length  two ETSv containing  or  dierent weights do not
exist  Therefore J v  I
o
v  f 	 
    m  	 m   m   mg where
m  vv  	
 
Exhaustive computer checking for v    and  produced the following
results
J   f  g
J   f  
      	g
J   f  	       	  	  	  

  
g 
Lemma   If v is odd  v    and J v  I
o
v then J 
v  I
o

v
Proof Let V

  B

 and V

  B

 be two ETSv with a common weight
k and F a 	factorization of K
v 
on V

 fx

  x

       x
v 
g  Let C  fa
i
xy j
xy  F
i
  i  	  
       vg and C
 
 fa
i
xy j xy  F
 
i
  i  	  
       vg where  is a
permutation of f	  
       vg with exactly p elements xed  Then C and C
 
have
pv
 blocks in common  It is easy to see that V

V

  B

C F
v
F
v

is an ETS
v    If we replace B

with B

 C with C
 
or F
v
 F
v
 with
F
v
F
v
 F
v
F
v
F
v
F
v
  
 then the two ETS
v produced
have a common weight kpv

qv where p  f  	  
       v
  vg
and q  f  	g  Therefore
J 
v   	 J v  
v  


f  	  
       v  
  vg  
v  f  	g
Since J v  I
o
v
J 
v   	 I
o
v  
v  


f  	  
       v  
  vg  
v  f  	g  I
o

v  
This implies that J 
v    I
o

v   
Lemma  If v is odd  v  		  and J v  I
o
v then J 
v  	 	 I
o

v 
	 n f  	  
    vg
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Proof Let V

  B

 and V

  B

 be two ETSv with a common weight k
and F a 	factorization ofK
v
on V

 fx

  x

       x
v
g  Let D  fx
i
x
i
x
i
j i 
	  
       v	g C  fa
i
xy j xy  F
i
  i  	  
       vg and C
 
 fa
i
xy j xy  F
 
i

i  	  
       vg where  is a permutation of f	  
       vg with exactly p elements
xed  Then C and C
 
have pv  	
 blocks in common  It is easy to see that
V

V

  B

C D is an ETS
v	  If we replace B

with B

or C with C
 

then the two ETS
v	 produced have a common weight kpv	
v	
where p  f  	  
       v  
  vg  Therefore
J 
v  	 	 J v  
v  	


f  	  
       v  
  vg  fv  	g
Since J v  I
o
v
J 
v	 	 I
o
v
v  	


f  	  
       v
  vgfv	g  I
o

v	nf  	  
       vg
For proof of f  	  
       vg  J 
v  	 we need to embed an ETSv into
an ETS
v   for odd v 
Lemma  If v is odd  v  		  and f  	      vg  J v  then f  	  
 
    vg  J 
v  	
Proof Let V

  B

 and V

  B

 be two ETSv  with a common weight
k where k  f  	  
       vg  From construction  in section 
 an ETSv  
can be embedded in an ETS
v 	  Let K
v
be the complete graph on vertex
set V

 fx

  x

       x
v
g  Set L

 fx
i
x
i
x
i 
j i  	  
       v  g and
L

 fx
i
x
i
x
i
j i  	  
       v  g  From P  P

 P

splits into four 	
factors F

 F

 F
 
 F

and P

 P
 
splits into four 	factors G

 G

 G
 
 G

 
From P we have two sets of onefactors fF
i
j i  	  
       v  
g covering all
P
j
with j           v  
 and fG
i
j i  	  
       v  
g covering all P
j
with
j  
             v  
  We can assume that F
i
 G
i
 for i           v  
 
Let  be a permutation of f	  
       v  g with  elements xed C 
fa
i
xy jxy  F
i
  i  	  
       vg and C
 
 fa
i
xy jxy  F
 
i
  i  	  
       vg
then B

 C  L

 F
v  
 F
v 
 and B

 C
 
 L

 F
v 
 F
v  
 have exactly
a common weight k  Thus f  	  
       vg  J 
v  	 
  CHINMEI FU AND WENCHUNG HUANG
Lemma  Let v be odd and v  		 If J v  I
o
v and f  	       vg 
J v   then J 
v  	  I
o

v  	
Proof It follows from Lemmas  
 and   
For small v we start from v   
v 	   Using a similar argument to Lemma  	 we have J  	 J  
f  	  g  	
f  	g  f      	
  	  	  
	  
      g  Let E

 f			  	
 
	  	  	  


  
  
  
                    g 
E

 A  B where A  f			  	
  	  	  	  


  
  
  
     
  g and B  f            g  E
 
 f		  	

  	  	 
	  
  
  
  
                  g
Now N

comes from E

by replacing B with f          g 
N

comes from E

by replacing f          g with f   
      g  N
 
comes from E
 
by replacing f		  	    g with
f		  	    g  N

comes from E

by replacing f	      			g with
f  	  		  g 
Table  
Intersection Size Intersection Size
E

 	
E

	 E

 	
E



E

 	
E


 E

 	E




E

 	
E

 E

 	E



E

 	
E

 E

 	
E



E

 	
E

 E

 	E



E

 
E

 E

 
E



E

 	
E

 E

 	
E



E

 	E

	 E

 
E



E

 	
E

		 E
 
 
E
 

E

 
E

	 E

N

	
E

 	
E

	 E

N


E

 
E

	 E
 
N
 

E

 	
E

	 E

N


E

 	E

	
Thus J  	 I
o
 n f
g  If 
  J 	 then the only possible mutually bal
anced subgraph on K


is A  fa

a

a

  a

a

a
 
  a
 
a
 
a

  a

a
 
a

  a

a

a

  a

a

a

g
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which can be changed to fa

a

a

  a

a

a

  a

a

a

  a

a

a
 
  a
 
a

a

  a
 
a
 
a
 
g  Since
the lollipops of the ETS ignoring loops are cycles of length   or  and
the only possible cycle is of length  we can add blocks B  fa

a

a

  a

a

a

 
a

a

a

g to the partial ETS A  Using a computer program showed that the
partial ETS containing A  B can not be completed to an ETS  Thus

  J   So J   I
o
 n f
g 
v 	   v 	   or v 	    First we used a similar argument to Lemma
 	 
When v  	 Lindner and Rosa  showed that for each k  A  f  	  
 
     	  	  	  
  

  
g there exists a pair of Steiner triple systems of order 	
the structure with 	 loops forms ETS	 intersecting in k triples  Therefore
A 	  J 	  The missing data give the following
Let E

 f			  	
  	  	t
 
  	  	t  	t

t

  

  
  
  
  
tt

  
t

t
 
 
    t

  t
 
  tt

    t

  t

  t
 
  t  t

    t

  tt
 
  t   
t
 
  tt  t

  t

t

  t

t

  t

t
 
t
 
g  E

 f		t

  	
  	  	  	  	t  	t

t
 
 


  
  
  
  
tt
 
  
t

t

  t
 
    t

  t

  tt  t

    t  t
 
  t

t

 
  t
 
  tt

  t

t

  t  t

  t

  t
 
t
 
      tt

  t

t
 
g  E
 
 A  B
where A  f			  	
  	  	t

  	  

  
  
  
t

t
 
      t

  tt
 
 
t    t
 
  t

  tt

  ttg and B  f	t  	t

t
 
  
  
tt

    t

  t

  t

 
t
 
  t

  t
 
t
 
    t  t

t

  t
 
  t

t

t

g  E

 f		  	

  	  	t
 
  	  	t 
	t

t

  
  
  
  
  
tt

  
t

t
 
  t

   t
 
  t

  tt t

    t  t

t

 
  t

  tt
 
  t

t

  t  t

  t

  t
 
t
 
      tt

  t

t
 
  t
 
g  E

 f		
 
	  	t
 
  	  	  	t  	t

t

  

  
  
  
  
tt

  
t

t
 
  t  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t
 
  t

 
t

t

  t

    t  t

t

  t

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
    tt
 
  t
 
  t

  t

  tt     
tt

  t

t
 
  t
 
t
 
g  E

 C D where C  f			  	
  	  	t  	t

  	t

  	t
 
 


  
  
t

  
t
 
      t

  t
 
  t  t

  t
 
  t

    t

t
 
g and
D  f
  
tt

  t

  t  t  t

          ttt
 
  tt

t

  t

t

t

  t

t
 
t
 
g 
E

 E  F  where E  f	t  	t

  
t

  
t

  
t
 
  
t  t
 
  t
 
  t  t

 
t
 
  t  t

  t

    tt

  ttt

  tt
 
t
 
  t

t

t

  t

t

t
 
g and F  f			  	
  	 
	t

  	t
 
  

  
        t

t
 
        g  E

 f		
  	 
	  	  	  	tt

  	t

t
 
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  
  
  
t  
t

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t

t
 
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t

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t
 
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t

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t 
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 
  t

t

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
  t
 
    t

  t

  t  t
 
  t

t

   
  ttt

  t

t

t

  t
 
t
 
t
 
g 
  CHINMEI FU AND WENCHUNG HUANG
Now N

comes from E

by replacing f		  	

  	t
 
  
  
  t

   
tt  t

t

  t  t
 
g with f		t
 
  	
  	  

  
    t

  t    t
 
  ttt 
t

t

t

g  N

comes from E

by replacing F with f		
  	  	  	  	t

t
 
  

 

      t

  t
 
        g  N
 
comes from E
 
by replacing B
with f	t
 
  	tt

  
t

  
t  t

      t

  t

t
 
  t  t

t

    t
 
  t

 
t
 
t
 
  t

t

t

g  N

comes from E

by replacing f		  	

  	  	t
 
  	  
  
 

  
  t
 
g with f		t
 
  	
  	  	  	  

  
  
  
  t
 
g  N

comes
from E

by replacing D with f
t

  
t  t  t

    tt

         
ttt

  tt
 
t
 
  t

t

t

  t

t

t
 
g  N

comes from E

by replacing f		  
  

	g with
f		
  

  	g  N

comes from E

by replacing f	  	  
  
  t
 
  tt 
t  t
 
t
 
g with f	  	  
  
  t  t
 
t
 
  t
 
  ttg  N

comes from E

by
replacing f		t

  	
  	  

  
  t

  t

t

    t

t

g with f			  	
  	t

 


  
  t

t

  t

      t

t

t

g  N

comes from E

by replacing f		
  	 
	  

      t  t

t

  ttt

g with f		  	
  	  


        tt

 
ttt  t

t

t

g  N

comes from E

by replacing f		  	

  	t
 
  
  
  t
 
g with
f		t
 
  	
  	  

  
  t
 
g 
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v for v  		  	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Applying Lemma   to Lemmas  	 and   recursively we obtained the
following result 
 CHINMEI FU AND WENCHUNG HUANG
Theorem  J v  I
o
v for odd v  v  		
 Conclusions
By Theorems   and   we obtained the following results
Main Theorem For even v  J v  I
e
v if v   and for odd v  J v 
I
o
v if v  		
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